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Why Read It
How to Kill A City examines the deeper
sociopolitical forces that have spurred
gentrification in U.S. cities by tracing the paths of
New Orleans, Detroit, San Francisco, and New
York City. While these four cities have different
histories and government structures, they now all
find themselves in a similar paradox of offering
affordable, accessible housing for its residents
while also being tasked with generating capital
akin to a business.

Moskowitz traces how racism and discriminatory
policies have made today’s cities vulnerable to
gentrification, and breaks down which
governmental actions have contributed to a
vicious cycle of displacement and poverty. At the
end of the book, they offer recommendations for
how both individuals, organizations, and policy
centers can recenter equity when planning for the
future of U.S. cities.

The book is available for purchase here.

https://www.boldtypebooks.com/titles/pe-moskowitz/how-to-kill-a-city/9781568585246/


Discussion Questions
Written by Jenny Dorsey

1) The book covers 4 cities - New Orleans, Detroit, San Francisco, and New York City. Is

there one particular city and its backstory that particularly stood out to you? Why?

a) What are some things you are particularly grappling with from this book?

2) The term “gentrification” itself is often disputed. Moskowitz puts forth that

“gentrification, at its deepest level, is really about reorienting the purpose of cities away

from being spaces that provide for the poor and middle classes and towards being

spaces that generate capital for the rich...an urban form of new capitalism.” (22-23).

a) Given the case studies of the book, do you agree with this central hypothesis?

How has it (if it has) changed or shaped your understanding of gentrification?

b) What do you believe the purpose of a city should be?

3) Moskowitz also argues that gentrification follows a fundamentally colonial mindset,

because urban core areas - typically housing BIPOC individuals - are seen to be needing

a “civilizing” force. As they quote writer Neil Smith: “In the language of gentrification, the

appeal to frontier imagery has been exact: urban pioneers, urban homesteaders, and

urban cowboys became the new folk heroes of the urban frontier.” (36) Later, they quote

Sharifa Rhodes-Pitts’ book Harlem is Nowhere, pointing out that the implication of

sayings like “People are starting to move to that neighborhood” is that “before these

places gentrified, no one lived there, or at least no one of importance.” (67)

a) How have you - or have you - seen this sort of language and depiction play out in

your communities?

4) In NOLA, one of the major actions taken by the government following Katrina was to

“reform” the educational system by turning all schools into charter schools and bust the

United Teachers of New Orleans union (which were 90% Black). As we covered in our

The Color of Law discussion last year, segregation and education are intricately linked,

and very influential in affecting future equity.

a) How did this - or did it - change your understanding of how education and

gentrification are connected?



b) As so many cities are rapidly gentrifying, what do you think are the

responsibilities at both an individual and city government level to utilize the

inbound capital and distribute it towards public education systems appropriately?

(e.g., individuals moving to a historically Black and Brown neighborhoods with

underfunded public education not sending their children to private schools)

5) Throughout the book, Moskowitz mentions the impact of AirBnB and other short-term

rental companies and how its presence causes rent inflation and allows spaces to sit

empty because poorer people in the city can’t pay for the “highest and best use” of that

space. This is an ongoing fight in many cities, and on the other side some homeowners

argue AirBnB and the like are ways for them to sustain themselves in times of need.

AirBnB has also repeatedly argued that hotels have historically price-gouged and cannot

meet the needs of travelers.

a) It’s likely that AirBnB is not going anywhere - especially given how powerful of a

lobby it has now. In your local community, what do you think of AirBnB laws and

its effect? Does it hurt or help when addressed in totality?

b) What do you think of unoccupied housing - should that, fundamentally, be

allowed? As Moskowitz points out in the NYC chapter, a shocking percentage of

high-rises in Midtown sit empty almost all-year around while others are unable to

find housing anywhere close to city center.

6) Much of this book talks about the lack of safety nets (including housing) and opportunity

afforded to the historical middle class that previously worked industrial jobs, and now

often work service jobs. To replace them, Richard Florida of Detroit has recommended

“broke cities to attract the ‘creative class’ in order to revive themselves” (79).

a) We can discuss this space-swapping separately, but what do you think of this

demarcation between the “creative” versus “working” class? Should we be

creating more programs to move working class people into creative class jobs?

What would that look like?

b) Alternatively, how do we support the working class so they can “compete” with

the creative class in terms of capital (and therefore entitlement) to their own

space in the places they want to live?



7) In Detroit, one of the major problems that stood out to us was the lack of city

government. Because of this, nonprofits and organizations like Midtown Inc. become

“the de facto department of planning for its section of the city” (87) and thus can rezone

and plan at their own leisure. The person Moskowitz interviews for the book, Sue Mosey

of Midtown Inc., admits herself there is an issue with the “broken public system” (88) but

deflects responsibility as “it isn’t the responsibility of the M-1 to the do the public sector

job to get transit for the region or the rest of the city. That’s the city’s job. That’s the

regional government’s job, the federal government’s job, the state’s job. Our jobs are not

to solve everybody else’s problems in the city.” (87)

a) This obviously presents a catch-22 - if there’s no city government, then whose job

is it? How do we properly - or should we - allocate responsibility to nonprofit or

for-profit organizations with this kind of power?

b) Much of Republican rhetoric has centered around small government and less

government interference with personal and corporate interests. Is small

government possible if we aim to reduce the harms of gentrification? Why or why

not?

8) The rise in gentrification is also often marked with a rise in policing and “law

enforcement”. From Dan Gilbert’s police force that patrol Detroit’s downtown to the

community residents in West Village of NYC who paid for a security force during the

annual Pride parade.

a) While safety is not a bad thing (of course), policing lends itself to

disproportionately hurt Black and Brown individuals. Even things like

Neighborhood Watch has resulted in consequences like the murder of Trayvon

Martin. What are alternative ways of keeping neighborhoods safe without

policing? How can we start proposing these solutions instead of defaulting to

policing in gentrifying areas?

9) In the chapter “How the Slate Got Blank”, Moskowitz essentially offers an abbreviated

explanation of The Color of Law to explain how newly gentrified places were such

hotbeds for “opportunity”, because “truly equitable geographies would be largely

un-gentrifiable ones...first, geographies have to be made unequal.” (106) A major part of

this chapter speaks to the creation of suburbs that purposefully do not have the majority



of public services, because they were meant for white, affluent families. (The FHA called

this the ‘filtering up’ process - 114). Because much of the opportunity followed white

people to the suburbs, Black Americans were prevented from reaching these jobs by

design.

a) Seeing that suburban design is already set, and highways unlikely to be moved,

how do we pursue additional public service reach into the suburbs, especially

with the resulting displacement from gentrification of cities? As Moskowitz

points out, “the majority of poor people in metropolitan regions live in the

suburbs” (151) but “poverty is still considered an urban issue” (150).

b) Part of this is transportation - for someone living in the suburbs outside San

Francisco, “only 4% of jobs are reachable with a 45 minute commute on public

transportation” (152). What can we do about this beyond activating to build more

commuter lines?

10) Moskowitz quotes writer Sarah Schulman for a concept she calls “the gentrification of

the mind” - that “as our cities’ landscapes have changed, we have too, increasingly

viewing ourselves not as community members with a responsibility to each other but as

purchasers of things and experiences.” (136)

a) What do you think of this concept? Does it feel accurate?

b) If so, how do we unlearn this idea? How do we learn to emphasize community

and relationships over objects and services?

11) Moskowitz also references the Marxist terms “use value” and “exchange value” (138) to

explain the ongoing tensions between using space and real estate for public services

(like housing the poor) versus creating more capital (through property taxes and other

means). They write that “what makes cities profitable is inherently at odds with the

needs of the poor and middle classes (who are needed for a city to function).” (140)

a) Given that other developed countries and cities like Hong Kong, Sweden, and

Germany have “accepted a truth that...unregulated capitalism cannot provide a

complete solution to the housing question” (143) how do we change the public

consciousness about this? There are ways forward, as Moskowitz outlines at the

end of the book, but first the public must also be amenable to these ideas that

are indeed socialist. (For example, Senator Joseph McCarthy famously “link[ed]



multifamily housing in general and public housing in particular with communism”

(154) back in the 60s.)

12) Moskowitz calls zoning the city’s “most powerful urban planning tool” (169). What are

ways we can all get more involved with zoning requirements and processes in our

communities, as we see activist Alicia Boyd doing to ensure the community board never

asks the Department of City Planning to do a study and thus can’t be rezoned.

13) What do you think of Moskowitz’ recommendations for change at the end of the book?

What are parts of those processes you think we could feasibly work on ourselves?

a) They are: 1) make public lands accessible, using them for community spaces or

public housing 2) give people a say in what happens to their city by diffusing

power 3) regular housing 4) implement a New Deal like FDR where federal

government paid for new developments and public housing 4) add infrastructure

like transportation 5) raise taxes, raise wages, spend money on the poor

14) Just as in our The Color of Law discussion, our final question is: do you believe housing

is a human right? Why or why not?

https://24309ade-398e-427f-92ef-fe228296e18a.filesusr.com/ugd/0107ab_f279ebe4767b4bcb9c74593c667f310a.pdf

